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Simple step-by-step line illustrations make it easy for children to draw with confidence. Each title

contains 101 different images in all manner of shapes, sizes and poses.
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The good: This is a fun drawing guide for kids (and adults, too) that shows, step-by-step, how to

make simple, stylized outline drawings of 101 animals, everything from armadillos to zebras. It has

kept the preschooler and teenager in our household entertained for hours -- and it's the first place I

look if I want to figure out how to make a simple line drawing of a horse or panda bear.The details:

For the most part, two animals are featured per page. For each animal, there are six frames

showing how to make a simple outline drawing of the animal. The first frame shows the basic outline

of the animal, or the animal's head; additional detail is added in each frame, and the sixth frame

shows the completed drawing. For ten animals, there are only three frames in the guide (but,

honestly, it would be hard to come up with six steps in drawing a starfish or worm, so three frames

are plenty).The drawbacks: the animals appear in the book in random order -- grasshopper and

squid share a page, as do peacock and jellyfish. Organizing the animals alphabetically or by type or

habitat would be useful. So, you may have to flip through the entire book to find what you're looking

for. Second, there is only one drawing for each animal -- so if you like to draw puppies or kittens, the



book shows you only one way to do it -- no variety of poses or expressions.The recommendation:

This book won't turn you into a nuanced artist, but it will help you make some cute drawings and fun

doodles; this and a pack of markers should provide hours of fun for most kids. Highly

recommended. Similar products, also highly recommended are

My nearly six-year-old daughter has been showing some interest and aptitude for drawing, and she

seems drawn to comic/cartoon-type books, so I thought I'd encourage her with a "how to draw" book

for kids. This one seemed to have cute, creative, yet straightforward animal figures that seemed like

a good place to start. In practice, however, it wasn't as easy as it looked.This is not your standard,

draw a circle for the head, an oval for the body, sticks for feet and triangles for ears, kind of book.

While some of the animals start with a simple circle or oval for a head, many start from the

beginning with a rather convoluted oblong form encompassing the entire body. And even those

which start with simple forms get more difficult very quickly. Some of such oblong shapes include

gaps for legs, fins, tails, etc. which get filled in later. It requires a great deal of visual-spatial ability to

follow these winding forms and a great deal of hand-eye coordination to reproduce them on your

own paper. I worked on this book with my almost-six-year-old daughter, and neither of us ended up

with final forms that looked quite like the one in the book. And to be honest, I couldn't say which of

us was the better drawer. As an adult, I clearly have better motor control, but I think there's

something about being a kid that helps with getting a comprehensive understanding of the animal

form.Most of the animals are presented in six steps, although some toward the end are only three

steps. There are no written instructions, just the progression of incomplete to complete drawings.

The steps often alternate between difficult and easy. For instance, after drawing the bumpy outline

of a furry animal, the next step may be to put in a simple eyeball or draw a tail.
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